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Most individuals with ADHD will tell you that they are organizationally 
challenged, have difficulty completing tasks, and struggle with time 

management. Beyond To-Do Lists introduces a systematic approach to organizing 
your time that will result in less stress, better results, and greater productivity. 
Beyond To-Do Lists is comprised of a series of unique tools and planning forms, and 
is easy to personalize, allowing you to achieve the results you desire. 

Whether you have ADHD or not, these tools can help if you struggle with the 
following issues:

 Staying busy but accomplishing little
 Feeling overwhelmed by never-ending To-Do lists
 Having trouble prioritizing
 Running late for family, friends, and appointments
 Getting easily side-tracked
 Finding you’re unable to complete projects
 Forgetting important dates and events
 Having too much to do with too little time

What Coach Rudy’s clients say:

I had been trying to get my act together for years. I was always late, 
unprepared and scrambling to stay on top of even simple household 
chores. Rudy taught me some common sense techniques to help me get a 
handle on my ADD, helped me establish personal goals and accomplish 
them!!!” ~ANDREW

Rudy is an OUTSTANDING life skills coach who is kind, easy to talk to 
and easy to work with. He has given me an arsenal of tools and strategies 
to keep me from getting overwhelmed by any of the top three priorities 
(family, work, school) in my life right now — any ONE of which were 
completely overwhelming before…” ~LEA

CoachRudy is the founder of the 
ADHD Center for Success, and 
specializes in ADHD and Executive 
Function Coaching. Rudy has 
worked with ADHD clients since 
1981 and was personally diagnosed 
with ADHD in 1993. He blends his 
years of clinical knowledge, ADHD 
expertise, coaching skills, and 
personal life experience to help his 
clients lead productive healthy lives.
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